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ABSTRACT 

A continuous deformable membrane mirror can be fabricated using MEMS 

processes. It will have a highly reflective thin membrane, which is the mirror surface, and 

a number of actuators below it. The shape of the mirror surface is controlled by inducing 

an elecfrostatic force through applying a voltage between the mirror surface and the 

actuators. Small displacements of a membrane imder tension are govemed by Poisson's 

equation. The solutions of this equation determine the deflections in the vertical direction 

for different pressures applied at various surface points, due to various electrode 

positions. This thesis examines the influence of number, position, thickness of the 

elecfrodes and also the electrostatic pressure applied by each electrode on the surface of 

the mirror. A Matiab Graphical User Interface is designed that computes the deflections 

and uses iterative methods to optimize the voltages on the elecfrodes, their position and 

thickness. It produces a deformable membrane design that will match the surface of the 

mirror to that of a spherical mirror of known radius of curvature. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A deformable membrane mirror consists of an elastic membrane of finite 

thickness suspended by an air gap over an array of electrodes. It works using the principle 

of electrostatic attraction. A voltage difference is applied across the device to cause 

mechanical deflection through an elecfrostatic force of attraction, causing the surface of 

the membrane to deform. The amount of deformation induced is controlled by varying 

the strength of the applied voltage. 

The deformation produced at any given point on the surface of the mirror depends 

on all the electrodes, not just on a few elecfrodes present near the point of interest. The 

deformation produced is also affected by various factors including the number of 

electrodes, position, and geometry of the electrodes. 

An approximate solution of Poisson's differential equation for small amplitude 

deflections describes the behavior of a thin elastic membrane under tension for various 

loads of pressure applied. Calculation of these influence functions, which are 

deformations produced by individual elecfrodes, is a key element in the optimization of 

various factors that go into the design of a continuous deformable membrane mirror. The 

surface of the mirror is represented as a linear combination of these influence fiinctions, 

and a fitting method like the least-squares algorithm is used to fit the surface of the mirror 

to the desired surface shape. Pressures that are computed using these techniques are then 

converted to voltages using the standard equation for force per unit area of the electrodes. 



The objective of this thesis is to optimize the number, location, and thickness of 

the electrodes and to determine the voltages required to produce a deformable membrane 

design that will operate as a variable radius mirror, matching the deformed surface of the 

mirror to the surface of a spherical mirror of known radius of curvature. 

\ 
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Figure 1.1 Mirror Architecture [1] 
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This approach is used on a circular elecfrostatic membrane mirror with an 

architecture shown in Figure 1.1. The mirror surface is a clamped, thin, circular, 

conductive membrane with a good reflective surface and sfrong mechanical properties. 

The elecfrodes are pattemed on a silicon substiate. When a voltage difference is applied 

between the mirror surface and the elecfrodes, there is vertical deflection of the 

membrane. 



A Matiab GUI (Graphical User Interface) has been created using a set of Matiab 

programs that calculate the influence fiinctions and use iterative methods to compute the 

optimum values for the voltages on the electrodes, their positions and their thicknesses. 

The theoretical background necessary for a good understanding of the methods 

used in this thesis is discussed in Chapter II. Chapter III describes the methods used to 

produce a deformable membrane mirror design to simulate a variable radius mirror. The 

results of the iterations using the Matiab GUI are given in Chapter IV. Conclusions and 

fiiture work are discussed in Chapter V. 



CHAPTER II 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

This chapter discusses the theoretical background necessary for a strong 

understanding of the method used to design the electrostatic continuous deformable 

membrane mirror. 

2.1 Poisson's Equations and Influence Functions 

Cmcial to the design of an active mirror is an understanding of the influence 

fiinctions. The influence fiinctions predict the shape to which the mirror will deform 

when electrostatic pressures are applied by the elecfrodes. Knowledge of the influence 

fiinctions is required to fit the surface of the mirror to a desired shape. 

z = 0 plane 

T 
<1> is very small 

mirror surface tangent 

Figure 2.1 Small Deflections 

Small deflections of a membrane under tension are govemed by Poisson's 

equation [1, 2]. A deflection is small if the angle between a line drawn tangent to the 



membrane surface and the z = 0 plane is less then 3 degrees and if the tension in the 

membrane is unaffected by the surface deformation that depends upon the elastic 

properties of the membrane [3]. The Poisson equation is given by 

V'z(r,(D) = -P(r,0)/T , (2T) 

where z is the deflection at a point (r,<D), T is the membrane tension, and P is the 

electrostatic pressure at a point (r, O). The boundary condition is taken as z = 0 at r = a, 

where r is the radial distance and a is the radius of the membrane. 

Figure 2.2 Cylindrical Co-ordinate System [17] 



The solution to Poisson's equation in cylindrical co-ordinates (r, O) is then [4] 

z(f;^) = —-]dO'x{\r'dr'hn{a/r)-Y,yn(r"' r" /a'" -r'" /r")cos(«(0'-0))i 
•^^^ 0 0 I n=l J 

-H|rVr ' | ln(a / r ' ) - | ] l /«(r ' " r" /a '" - r" / r" ' )cos(«((D'-a)) ) l )P(r ' ,0 ' ) , (2.2) 

where P(r, O) is the pressure applied to the membrane at a position (r, O), z(r, O) is the 

deflection at the membrane position (r, O), and T is the tension in the membrane. 

Solutions of Poisson's equations are linear in electrode pressures [5] and may 

therefore be written in the form 

Ne 

Z i = E ^^Pj ' (2-3) 
7=1 

where Zi is the deflection of the i* surface point of the membrane, Atj are coefficients 

derived from the solution of Poisson's equation, Pj is the pressure exerted over the j * 

elecfrode, and Ne is the total number of electrodes. The column vector obtained from Aij 

by fixing j and varying i is called an influence fimction and is due to the electrode at 

position j . Each influence fiinction is the deflection caused when a unit pressure is 

applied by a single electrode. The total deflection at a single point Zj is the linear 

combination of the influence ftmctions Ay, with j varying from 1 to Ne, which is the total 

number of electrodes. Rewritten, equation 2.2 becomes 

Ne 

Z i = l / T X AijPj, (2.4) 
;=i 

where Zi is the deflection at position (n, Oi), Pj is the pressure exerted over the j'** 

elecfrode, and (1/T) Aij = Ay of equation (2.3). 



The coefficients Ay are given by 

Aii= ViJ^^j 
'l I 

ln(a / r. )j r'dr'-\-jr' dr' ln(a / r') - j r - J r 'X- l [ ( . / ) " - ( r7 r , . ) " ]> 
0 1=1 

[sin(«(02. -0,))-sin(n((D,. -O,))] -\r'dr'Y.\ [r/1 a')" -(r, / r f 

[sin(«(0,. -0,))-sin(n((D,, -O, ) ) ]} , (2.5) 

whereO,^., O^j are the lower and upper limits of the angular co-ordinates of the j * 

elecfrode, and AO .̂ =^2j ~^\j • Rearranging the terms in equation 2.5 and representing 

the term [sin(«(0 2j - O,)) - sin(n(0 ,̂ . - <D,.))] as Sij(n), it can be written as 

A,= X.{AO, 
"• 1 '' °° 5 ' ( « ) r 1 ' 

\n{a/r.)jr'dr' - | r ' J r ' ^ ^ 4 - [ ( r ; r ' ) " -{r'/r,)"\ + AOjjr'dr'ln{a/r') 
«=i n 

S„(n) 

, «=i « 

(2.6) 

Each term in equation 2.6 is integrated separately, as 

AO \n{a/r.)jr'dr' AOj ln(a / r. 
2 

n+2 

(2.7) 

],,,^lMyr-^r^'n)•]- ±M!>^Ull^\r.r,ri. (2.8) 
0̂ t f « «=i« (« + 2)l^ a ) Q 

I 

AOjr'£/r'ln(fl/r')=AO^. i - l n ( r V a ) , and (2.9) 



\r'dr'±^[{r//a')"-{n/rr 
^ S , ( n ) < 
Z^" 2 

' •̂(«+2) ^•(2-«)\ « s^.(n)/;.Yr'^^""'^ 

a'"(«+2) (2-«)J~ti'~«' (2-n) 

(2.10) 

Substituting equations 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10 in 2.6, it becomes 

A.:=K^{ AÔ . ln(a/r,.) 
JO 

_ ^Sy{n)r^ ̂  /^„2n „2n 

r — 
t;'«-(«+2) 

^(^v,r] -I-

AO - - l n ( r 7 a ) 
,S,(n)< 

5' «̂  
/' f.\n+2) .•(2-n) A 

a"'(n+2) {2-n) Z S,(n)/: .Y_r^' 
,(2-«). 

(2.11) 

In all the equations, it is assumed that the edge effects of the electrodes are 

negligible. Edge effects must be considered along with the parallel capacitor model only 

when the ratio of the thickness of the elecfrode to the space between the electrode and 

mirror is much less then 1 [6]. It is also assumed that the pressure on the membrane area 

above the electrode does not vary much as a fiinction of distance, as long as the 

deflection variations over an electrode are much smaller then the spacing between the 

electrode and mirror surface. Equation 2.11 is an analj^ical solution for the coefficients 

Aij. 

Depending upon the radial position rj of the i* surface point of the membrane and 

radial boundaries rij and r2j of the electrode, there are five cases to be considered, and 

each case uses a different expression for the calculation of coefficients Ay. 



electrode 
boundaries 

Figure 2.3 Circular Membrane 

Case I: ri = 0, ry = 0 (effect of center electrode on center of membrane) 

Aij=X;r^^ . 
r^ 

--ln{r,j/a) 

Case II: ri = 0, rij > 0 (effect of outer elecfrodes on center of membrane) 

Ai.= K.AO,{ 
r^ 
' 2 ; -^-\n{r,j/a) - - l n ( r , . / a ) } /2 . 

Case III: raj < ti (effect of elecfrode to large radius side) 

A i i = > < . { A O , ln(a/r.) 
2 2 

^2;-'-u -z S,(n)^ 2 / 2n 2n 

tit n'{n + 2) a 
^h'nr'-k'nr])-



Case IV: r; < nj (effect of electrode to small radius side) 

Ao=X;r^^^A 
' 2y ln{r,./a) ' l y 

2-l4.y/«) ) /2 

n=l « 

r kY'-kY' \n + 2) + «)}, 

where a = -^. (rĵ . - r,j), when n = 1, 

a = -rf (In /-ĵ . - In r^.), when n = 2, and 

a = r 
r. 

y'^jj 

r, 

y'^jj 
\n-2) when n > 3 

Case V: rij < ri < r2j (within electrode) 

Aij= X^{A<D 
2n 

r}-r' 
l n ( a / , ) : i ^ -z S,(n)A;^ ( y.2n _ „2« 

~ln'{n + 2) 

+ K {A<I>.( /2;z- "̂  '*-
[21 

2 
--\n{r,j/a) ^-ln(r , . /a) ) /2 

S.(n) 

«=i « '^]"(.J--(.r%. 2) + «)} , 

where or = -^. (rĵ . - r,.), when n = 1, 

a = -rf (In r.^. - In r.), when n = 2, and 

a = r.. 
( \ n-2 

\^2JJ 
\n-2) , when n > 3 
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The above derived equations determine the influence of the electrodes at each 

surface point of the membrane. In case of the presence of an electrode at the center of the 

membrane, its influence on the central surface point of the membrane is given by Case I. 

Case II determines the influence of all the other electrodes on the central surface point of 

the membrane. Case III determines the influence of the electrodes on surface points that 

lie outside of the circular area enclosed by that electrode. Case IV determines the 

influence of the electrodes on the surface points that lie on the circular area enclosed by 

the elecfrode. Case V determines the influence of the electrodes on surface points that lie 

within the radial boundaries of the elecfrode. 

2.2 Pull-in Phenomenon 

Electrostatic actuation is widely used in MEMS devices to deform elastic 

elements. The elecfromechanical responses of MEMS deformable membrane devices 

include an inherent instability known as the Pull-in phenomenon. When a voltage 

difference is applied across two electrodes, an electrostatic force is generated which tries 

to reduce the gap between the elecfrodes. Below a certain voltage, the electrostatic force 

is balanced by an elastic restoring force. In this stable state, the gap between the 

electrodes is inversely proportional to the applied voltage. Above a certain voltage, the 

electrostatic force is larger then the restoring force for any deformation, which causes the 

device to become unstable and the gap between the electrodes to collapse. This 

phenomenon is called Pull-in. The voltage and the gap between the electrodes just before 

the onset of instability are called Pull-in voltage and Pull-in gap, respectively. 

11 
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Figure 2.4 Capacitor Model 

To derive the expressions for estimating the voltage and gap at which pull-in 

occurs, we consider a parallel plate capacitor with an upper movable plate. The capacitor 

has a plate area A, a gap g, and is charged to +Q on one plate and -Q on the other. 

Because of the opposite charges on the two plates, there is a force of atfraction between 

them. Without some mechanical support providing an equal and opposite force on the 

moveable plate, the two plates would move together. We assume that the upper plate is 

attached to a fixed support by a spring of spring constant k, giving rest position gap go. 

Figure 2.4 illustrates a model of the capacitor. The capacitance of this moveable plate 

capacitor with fringe fields neglected is given by 

C = £ A / g o , (2.12) 

where £ is the permittivity of free space. The stored energy of the capacitor for charge 

Q (= CV) is given by Vi CV^ that is 

12 



W(Q) = Q 'go / (2£A) . (2.13) 

The force of attraction between the two plates depends upon the electric field set 

up by the charges. This field is given by 

E = Q/(£A), (2.14) 

And the corresponding force is given by integrating the field, so that 

F = Q 2 / ( 2 £ A ) . (2.15) 

If this force is used to lift the upper plate by a gap go, the work done is given by 

W=Q'go / (2£A) . (2.16) 

This is the same as the stored energy of the capacitor, so energy is stored in the system in 

two ways, either by fixuig the gap and increasing the charge, or by keeping the charge 

fixed and increasing the gap. This means the stored energy is actually a function of both 

charge and the gap between the plates. When the plate is pulled down from its rest 

position, the spring attached to the plate creates an upward restoring force. If the 

deflection of the plate is z, the gap between the plates is reduced to go - z. For a force F 

and spring constant k, the deflection in the vertical direction is given by 

z = F / k . (2.17) 

The charge on each plate of the capacitor in terms of voltage is given by 

Q = £ A V / g . (2.18) 

From equation 2.15 and 2.18, an expression for the force of atfraction between the two 

plates is given by 

F = £ A V ' / 2 g ' . (2.19) 

13 



We consider the parallel plate capacitor to be voltage driven, and in order for the 

system to be stable, there should be equilibrium between the electrostatic force pulling 

the plate down and the spring force pulling the spring up. 

r3 / n _ 2 -E^V^ / 2g' + k(g-go) Kg-go) 
spring force 

EAV^ / 2g^ 

^ electrostatic force 

Figure 2.5 Force Diagram 

The net force on the upper plate at voltage V and gap g, using a sign convention that 

assumes positive sign for forces that increase the gap, is 

Fnet = - £ AV' / 2g' + k(g-go), (2.20) 

where go is the gap at zero volts and zero spring extension. At the point of equilibrium, 

Fnet is zero. We examine the variation of Fnet for a small variation of the gap to g + 5g, 

5 F n e t = ^ | v 6 g (2.21) 

If 5Fnet is positive for positive 8g, then g is unstable at the equilibrium point, because any 

small increase in the gap by 5g creates a force tending to increase it fiirther. If 5Fnet is 

negative, then g is stable at the equilibrium point. Using equation 2.21, 6Fnet is evaluated 

as 

5F„et-(£AV'/2g ' k)5g. (2.22) 

14 



In order for g to be at stable equilibrium, the expression (sAV^ / 2g^ k) should be 

negative, which means that 

k > £ AV^ / 2g^ (2.23) 

Since the equilibrium gap decreases with increasing voltage, there will be a 

specific voltage at which the stability of the equilibrium is lost. This is called pull-in 

voltage, and the gap at which this occurs is called pull-in gap, denoted by Vpi and gpi 

respectively. At pull-in, there are two equations that must be satisfied, the original 

condition Fnet = 0, and the new condition that 

sAVl, 
k = — ^ (2.24) 

SPI 

From these equations, it can be shown that pull-in occurs at a gap [7] 

gpi=-go, (2.25) 

and at this value of gap, the equilibrium voltage is 

The spring constant for a clamped circular membrane is given by [7] 

\67rEt^ 
k = — — + Atna- , (2.27) 

3 i? ' ( l -v ' ) 

where E is the Young's modulus of the membrane, t is the thickness of the membrane, v 

is the Poisson's ratio of the membrane, R is the radius of the membrane, and o is the 

stress in the membrane. It is important to operate the mirror below the pull-in voltage so 

that the device is stable. 

15 



2.3 Geomefry of the Spherical Mirror 

The equation for the surface of a sphere with the origin as the center and radius R 

in a cylindrical co-ordinate system is given by 

r̂  + ẑ  = R (2.28) 

The deformed circular membrane is ideally assumed to take the form of a spherical cap 

that is a part of the sphere, as illustrated in Figure 2.6. 

Figure 2.6 Sphere 

In Figure 2.6, R is the radius of the sphere, a is the circular membrane radius, and 

h is the maximum deflection at the center of the circular membrane after deformation. 

The circular membrane is represented as a set of uniformly distiibuted radial points in a 

cylindrical co-ordinate system. For each point (n, Oi), there would be a corresponding z 

16 



co-ordinate Zi. Zi is calculated by substituting the values ri in the equation of a sphere, 

which is equation 2.28. The mirror is a clamped circular membrane, so there is no 

deflection at the circumference of the mirror. If zi = R - h, then for ideally matching the 

surface of the mirror to that of the sphere, the deflection at each point (ri, Oi) of the mirror 

is given by 

di = Zi-z,, (2.29) 

where di is the required deflection at the i**" surface point (n, <Di) of the circular membrane, 

and zi = R - h is constant. 

2.4 A Brief Overview of Micro fabrication of the Device 

MicroElecfroMechanical Systems (MEMS) are very small systems or systems 

made of very small components. Micro establishes a dimensional scale, elecfro suggests 

either electricity or electronics, and mechanical suggests moving parts of some kind [7]. 

Most MEMS devices involve some form of lithography-based microfabrication, 

enhanced with specialized techniques generally called micromachining. Lithography 

offers in-plane submicron precision on a dimensional scale of micron to 10̂  of a meter. 

Thin film deposition and etching techniques allow patteming in the third dimension, 

making possible the creation of movable parts. Lithographic techniques generally require 

the use of flat subsfrates. 

This section gives a brief description of the proposed process to fabricate the 

continuous deformable membrane mirror. Silicon is used as the substrate for the MEMS 

device. Silicon has a relatively planar surface and good mechanical properties. Silicon 

17 



micromachining permits the batch fabrication of fine and inexpensive micromechanical 

stmctures, and silicon is a traditional material for electronics. 

A thin layer of silicon dioxide is grown on the substrate to form an insulating 

layer. The electrode stmctures are pattemed in an aluminum metallization layer on top of 

the insulating layer. Elecfrodes can be pattemed in any shape to 1 |xm resolution. Then 

using surface micromachining, which consists of processes that remove sacrificial layers 

from beneath thin film stmctures leaving free standing mechanical stmctures, a thin layer 

of silicon nitride membrane is separated by an air gap over the electrodes. The membrane 

is covered with a thin reflective coating of aluminum, which forms the mirror surface. 

Silicon nitiide is a very good insulator, and the aluminum layer acts as a capacitor plate 

for elecfrostatic confrol of the membrane shape, with little chance of a short circuit. 

18 



CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

One of the important aspects in the design of a deformable membrane mirror is 

the ability to predict and confrol the mirror shape. The behavior or response of the mirror 

for a certain set of parameters is observed, and then using iterative methods the 

parameters are optimized to obtain the desired response of the mirror. The desired 

response is the shape of the deformed surface of the mirror that would match the surface 

of a spherical mirror of a specific radius. 

Influence fiinctions are used to calculate the response of the mirror. The influence 

functions depend only upon the electrode pattern and the distribution of surface matching 

points. Since the electiode partem has a major effect on the influence functions, 

parameters which shape the elecfrode pattern also affect the influence functions. The 

elecfrode partem is designed with the desired response of the mirror in mind. Some of the 

important parameters that determine the electrode pattern are number, shape, position and 

thickness of the electrodes. 

The deformation produced is a linear combination of the influence fiinctions and 

the elecfrostatic pressure applied by each electrode. Thus, electrostatic pressures are also 

important parameters in predicting and controlling the response of the deformable mirror. 

The method used to fit tiie deformed mirror surface to the desired mirror response is the 

least squares method. 
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The objective of this thesis is to optimize important parameters that affect the 

shape of the deformable membrane mirror; these are shape, number, position, and 

thickness of the electrodes, and also the elecfrostatic pressure applied by each elecfrode. 

This approach involves the computation of influence fiinctions, shape of the spherical 

mirror, and ideal values of deflections of the elecfrostatic continuous deformable 

membrane mirror. It then uses the least squares method to match the surface of the 

deformable mirror to that of the variable radius mirror. 

3.1 Volume as a Surface Integral 

We define the cylindrical coordinates (r,0,z) of a point, and we have the following 

relationships between rectangular coordinates and cylindrical coordinates: 

Z i l 

'"'KTN 

Figure 3.1 Surface Element [8] 
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X = rcosG 

y = rsinG E = {{r,%,z)\a <r <b,a<Q <^,c<z <d] 

= z 

These are used for all transformations of co-ordinates from cylindrical to rectangular 

coordinate system, z is a fiinction /(r,e) and is continuous on E given hya<r<b, 

a < 0 < p where 0 < p - a < 2 7 i . The volume enclosed by the surface represented by/ is 

then given by [8] surface integral 

= ^fds 

In cylindrical coordinates, equation 3.1.1 is represented as 

(3.1) 

fib 

V = jjf{r,d)rdrde (3.2) 

Now, for one particular case, fiinction /(r,0) represents a surface of points calculated 

using solutions of equations 2.11, where 9 varies from 0 to 2JI, and r varies from 0 to the 

radius of the membrane (a). Substituting the values of a, b, a, and P, equation 3.2 is 

wrirten as 

V=\ ]f{r,e)rdr dG . 

Surface/(r,0) is rotationally symmetrical, the equation is reduced to 

V = 27t 
a 

\ zrdr 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 
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The center of the surface element shown in Figure 3.1 has cylindrical coordinates 

;̂* =—(/',+/;_,) and z'=—(z,-i-z,._,). The volume V can then be expressed as a 

summation and is approximated by 

F = 2 ; r X z , V ( r , - r , J . (3.5) 
1=1 

Substituting the values of r* and z* equation 3.1.5 is written as 

F = 2 ; r X ^ ( z , + z , , ) i ( r , . + r , , X r , - r , J (3.6) 

^ 1 

1=1 ^ 

(3.7) 

Equation 3.7 can also be derived independently using the frapezoidal method [9, 10]. 

Cross-sectional area 

Figure 3.2 Trapezoidal Method 
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Figure 3.2 is a plot of the cross-sectional area against corresponding deflection. 

The area under the curve in Figure 3.2 gives the volume enclosed by the surface of 

discrete points with z co-ordinates from zo to Zn. The volume of the surface is 

approximated as 

^ = Z7(^-+v,X4-4-i), (3.8) 

1=1 ^ 

where 4.= 7ir,.̂ . Substituting in equation 3.7, it is written as 

^ = Z | ( - - + V . X ^ ^ , ' - ^ ' ' , - . ) (3-9) 

V = nY)-{z,+z,_Xrl-rlX (3.10) 

1=1 ^ 

which is same as equation 3.7. So, equation 3.7 can be used to calculate the volume 

enclosed by a surface represented by cylindrical coordinates calculated from the solutions 

of equation 2.11. This method was implemented using Matiab. For a sphere of radius 100 

m and n = 100, an ertor of 0.08 % was observed between the volume calculated using the 

formula for the volume of the sphere and the volume of the sphere using equation 3.7. As 

n increases, the percentage error decreases, and the time taken to perform the iterations 

for optimization of the parameters also increases. 

3.2 Least Squares Method 

There must be a metric defined which enables the comparison between the 

responses of the mirror, for different combinations and changes of the parameters 
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involved in the design, indicating whether tiie response is getting better or worse. Such a 

parameter used in this approach is tiie sum of the squares of the differences between 

corresponding volumes of the surface points of the mirror response and the desired 

response. This value is minimized to get a better match of the mirror surface. The 

response of tiie mirror is rotationally symmetiical. Deflection of the mirror along a radial 

line is the same at any angle. The optimization of the deflections along a radial line 

therefore optimizes tiie whole surface of the mirror. For the optimal response of the 

mirror, the volume difference between the ideal surface and the mirror surface is 

minimized. 

The method used to measure and improve the response of the mirror in this 

approach is the least squares method. It is a mathematical procedure for finding the best 

fitting curve for a given set of points by minimizing the sum of the squares of the offsets 

of the points from the curve. This method is used to reduce the difference between 

corresponding surface points of the deformable membrane mirror and the ideal mirror 

surface. It minimizes the value of ss, which denotes the sum of the squares of the volume 

difference between the calculated deflections and the ideal deflections of the surface of 

the mirror. This volume difference between the two surfaces is equivalently minimized. 

The value of ss is calculated using the equation given by 

ss = f^{Vd,-V,)\ (3.11) 
1=1 

where Vdi is the ideal volume enclosed by the surface and the circular area of the 
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membrane of radius n, Vi is the corresponding calculated volume, and n is the number of 

surface matching points chosen. 

3.3 Optimization of Parameters 

The important parameters which determine the influence functions as discussed 

previously are shape, number, thickness, and position of the elecfrodes. The desired 

response of the mirror is symmetric and spherical. So, if the electrodes are distributed or 

pattemed symmetrically on the substrate, there should be a response of the mirror that is 

symmetric, and if the electrodes are shaped in the form of circular rings, there should be a 

response of the mirror that is radially symmetric. 

Iterative methods are used to optimize the remaining parameters that determine 

the influence functions and thus the response of the mirror. The parameter to be 

optimized is incremented or decremented in small steps until an optimal value for the 

selected conditions is obtained. The decision to increment, decrement, or retain the value 

of the parameter is done based on the value of ss obtained after the change. For any 

change in the value of the parameter, the mirror response is computed, and the value of ss 

is obtained. If the value of ss is greater then that obtained before the change, then the 

parameter is restored to its previous value, and the iteration is tested in the opposite 

direction. 

To have greater precision and also to reduce the time taken to calculate the 

optimal value of the parameter for the selected conditions, the parameter is incremented 

or decremented by small values of delta. The value of delta starts at a larger value and is 
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gradually decreased. The optimal value of the parameter is the value at which, for any 

change in any direction, the value of ss tends to increase. These steps of iterations are 

repeated again and again until tiie percentage change in the value of ss is not more then a 

predefined value. For most of the parameters optimized, the iterations are repeated until 

tiie percentage change in the value of ss is zero. 

3.4 Calculation of the Optimal Parameters Using Matiab GUI 

Matiab is an integrated technical computing environment that combines numeric 

computation, advanced graphics and visualization, and a high-level programming 

language [11]. In this thesis, Matiab is used to compute the influence fiinctions, optimize 

the parameters, and build a graphical user interface. 

The surface of the clamped circular membrane is represented as a group of 

uniformly distributed points over the membrane mirror area. Each point in this group is 

represented in cylindrical co-ordinates. Each i* surface point is represented as (n, O i) in 

cylindrical co-ordinates. Depending upon the radius R of the desired spherical shape and 

using equations 2.28 and 2.29, the desired mirror response in terms of ideal deflection di 

at the i* surface point (ri, O i) of the circular membrane is calculated. 

Functions are wrirten in Matiab to perform different tasks. These tasks in tum are 

called by the user through the GUI to perform the optimization. The fiinction that 

computes the coefficients for influence fiinctions takes as inputs the radius of the circular 

membrane mirror, number and radial boundaries of the elecfrodes, and radius of the 

matching spherical mirror. The outputs of the fiinction are the influence fiinction matrix. 
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the calculated deflection at each point, and the sum of the squares value ss. The fiinction 

implements the equations for influence functions to calculate the influence fiinction 

matrix. These equations are obtained by solving Poisson's equation for small deflections 

as derived in Chapter II. 

At the start of the program, the fimction for approximate optimal pressure 

calculation takes as input values including radius of the circular membrane mirror, 

tension in the membrane, radius of the spherical mirror to be matched, number of 

elecfrodes, and an initial value for the thickness of each electrode. It assumes a pressure 

of 1 N is applied by each electrode and calculates the deflection at each point on the 

surface of the mirror. Fewer iterations will be required if the iterations are started from an 

approximate optimal value of the pressure for a given set of parameters. 

The amount of deflection at each point is a linear combination of the electrostatic 

pressures applied by each elecfrode. So, for any increase or decrease in the electrostatic 

pressure of an electrode, there would be a corresponding increase or decrease in the 

membrane deflections. The approximate optimal value of electrostatic pressure for each 

elecfrode is proportional to the ratio of the average of the ideal deflections to that of the 

average of the calculated deflections. 

Then using the iterative methods, electiostatic pressure applied by each elecfrode 

is optimized. Then these electrode pressures are converted to voltages using the equation 

given by 

P = £ V ^ / 2 d ^ (3.12) 
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where P is the elecfrostatic pressure, V is the voltage applied to the elecfrode, d is the 

distance between the mirror surface and the electrode, and £ is the permittivity of free 

space. During the execution of the iterations, care should be taken so that the optimal 

value of the voltage applied is not greater then the critical voltage called the Pull-in 

voltage. If the voltage exceeds or equals this critical voltage, the mirror becomes unstable 

and Pull-in occurs, as explained previously. 

As the number of electrodes increases, the response of the mirror improves. The 

number of electrodes is limited by factors including tiie ratio of the area of the membrane 

mirror to that of a single electrode, the minimum gap of separation between electrodes 

and other limits. During different trials, it has been observed that a minimum of ten 

circular electrodes are needed to arrive at a reasonable semblance of a smooth spherical 

shape. So it is better left to the GUI user to choose the number of electrodes, depending 

upon the application requirements. 

The approximate optimal value of the pressure was obtained for a uniform 

distribution of the electrodes. Then using iterative methods, the position of each electrode 

in the partem is optimized. The condition that the minimum separation between two 

electrodes should not be less then two thousand angstroms is imposed on the iterations. 

During the optimization of one parameter, the other parameters remain constant. 

The thickness of each electrode is determined by the difference between the inner 

and outer radii of the circular ring electrodes. As the thickness of the electrode increases, 

so does the influence of the electrode over the response of the mirror. During the initial 

iterations to calculate the approximate value of the pressure for the desired response of 
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the mirror, the thickness of each electrode is assumed to be the same and constant. Then, 

the iterative approach is used to optimize the individual thickness of each electrode. The 

iterations obey the same constraint used for the optimization of the position of the 

elecfrode, in tiiat the minimum separation between two electrodes should not be less than 

two thousand angstioms. The Matiab fiinction name and the Matiab code written to 

implement it are listed in the Appendix. 

3.5 Brief Description of the Matiab GUI Design 

A Matiab GUI has been designed to simulate a variable radius mirror. This 

section gives a brief overview of the graphical user interface design. The initial applet 

looks as shown in Figure 3.3. The left frame consists of the input values it needs to 

compute the optimum parameters and to perform the required conditional checks. 

Values must be entered for seven input fields before iterative design can begin. 

These are membrane radius in meters, spherical mirror radius in meters, initial thickness 

of electrodes in meters, number of electrodes, tension in the membrane in Newton / 

meter, and thickness of the membrane mirror in meters. 
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Membrane Radius (in m) • Pressure fin N) Elaclrode Boundaries (in m) 

Spherical Mirror Radius fffi m) • 

Thickness cf Electrode fm ml. 

Number of Etectrodes, 

Tension (in N/m): 

Maximum Deflection (in m) laap (inm) Thickness( in m |: Youngs Modulus (in GPa) 

Sum of Squares 
!?^™™5?! i ,° - Stress (in MPal Pull-in Voltage 

Warnings 

Verify Pressure/Voltage 

Optimize 

Electrode Tfiicknsss 

Electrode Positions 

Pressure 

Graphs 

QB 

0,2 

0 2 0 4 0.6 0.8 1 

Figure 3.3 Initial Applet 

The gap between the undeformed membrane mirror and the elecfrodes is fixed as 

75 ^m. Young's modulus for the membrane takes a value of 150 MPa, Poisson's ratio is 

0.20, and the sfress in the membrane has a value of 110 MPa. After the seven inputs are 

entered, the maximum deflection at the center of the mirror in meters is calculated and 

displayed in the maximum deflection box. 

The values for the seven inputs must be checked for certain conditions. One of 

them is that the number of electrodes for a given thickness does not exceed the maximum 

limit. If it exceeds the maximum number, a waming is displayed along with suggestions 
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for both the maximum value of thickness for the entered number of electrodes and the 

maximum number of electrodes for the entered initial thickness. 

Membrane Radius fin m). Pressure (in N] Electrode Boundaries pn m) 

m^MMM I mmar 
Spherical Miiror Radius (In m): 

T hickness of E leclrode (in m): 

0,001 

Number ot Electrodes 

I To 
Tension (in N/m}. 

15 

Maximum Deflection (mm) 

G00181B18 
0,00272727 
000363636 
000464545 
000545455 
O0063G364 
000727273 
0 00B18182 
0,00909091 

0 00227273 
0 00318182 
0 00403091 
0 005 
000590909 
000681818 
0X772727 
000863636 
0 00954545 

Gap (in m) Thickne$s( mm): Youngs Modulus fm GPa) 

495e-007 

Sum of Squares 

I 1 12486e-027 

7,5e-005 0 0000005 

Stress (in MPa) 

110 

015 

Pull-in Voltage 

Waming please check your values -
Maximum no of electrodes alkiwed lor the entered thickness -
Maumum thickness allowed for the above number of electrodes,-

Verify PressureA'oltagB 

Optimize 

Electrode Thickness 

Electrode Positions 

Graphs-Use Only After Optimising 

001 

0,005 

^3,005 

0 005 0,01 

Figure 3.4 Warnings Applet 

Clicking on the Verify button at the bottom of tiie applet checks that all the 

required conditions are met. After the input values meet the necessary conditions, an 

approximate value for the electrostatic pressures for the elecfrodes is calculated and 

displayed in the Pressure list box. The corresponding inner and outer radii for the 

electrodes are displayed in the Elecfrode Boundaries list box. The Pressure/Vohage 
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toggle button is used to switch between displays of the pressures in N or corresponding 

voltages. 

Membrane Radius (in m): 

0 01 

Spherical Mirror Radws |in m): 

\ TOO 

Thickness of Electrode (in m): 

\ 0 0001 

Number of Elecbodes 

r "iio " 

Tension (in N/m): 

Maximum Deflection (inm) 

Pressure (in N 

HBl l " ' 
3 2031 
3 2031 
3 2031 
3 2031 
3 2031 
3 2031 
3 2031 
3 2031 

Electrode Boundaries (in m) 

^^jg/ffg— 
0,00126667 
0,00233333 
0 0034 
000446667 
0,00553333 
0 0066 
0 00766667 
0 00873333 
0 0098 

RHIHI^H^ 
0,00136667 
0,00243333 
0,0035 
0,00456667 
0 00563333 
0 0067 
0 0077G667 
0,00983333 
0,0099 

I 4 95e-M7 
! 

Sum of Squares 

i 1 J S S M e S F 

Gap (in m) Thickness( in m}: Youngs Modubs (in GPa) 

000000005 015 

Poiston's Ratio Stress (in MPa) Pul-in Voltage 

Warnmg Pull-in may occur 

Verify Pressure/Vdtage 

Optimize 

Electrode Thickness 

Electrode Positions 

f^essute 

Graph$-Use Only After Optimising \ 

0 01 

0 005 

•0,005 

0 0 0 5 

Figure 3.5 Pull-in Applet 

Once the approximate electrostatic pressures are calculated, they are converted to 

corresponding voltages, and another conditional check is done. The equivalent voltages 

for electrostatic pressures are compared with the Pull-in voltage. If any of the voltages 

exceed the Pull-in voltage, a waming is displayed as shown in Figure 3.5. The Pull-in 

voltage is computed from the material properties of the membrane and the gap separating 

the electrodes and the membrane using equation 2.27. 
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The Reset button is used to initialize all the inputs to zeroes. The push buttons on 

the right side of the applet are used to optimize the parameters. The top-most button. 

Optimize, optimizes the parameters in this order; first, thickness of the electrodes, then 

the position of the electrodes, finally followed by the electrostatic pressures. Individual 

push buttons may also be used to optimize the parameters one at a time. 

m 
Membrane Radius (BI m) • 

I D.01 

Sfrfierical Mirror Raiius [in m): 

[ Too 

Ttwkness of Electrraie (in m): 

0.0001 

Number of Elecfrodes: 

Tension (m N/m) • 

15 

MaxirDum Deflection fm m) 

3 2031 
3 2031 
3 2031 
3 2031 
3 2031 
3 2031 
3 2031 
3 2031 
3,2031 

Gap (^r 

j 4 95e-007 

Sim til Squares 

j i,73909e-026" 

7 5e-00 

Poisson's f 

02 

Verify 

setecr oplion 

mesh sphere 

Update 

-0 01 -0,01 

Figure 3.6 3D Mesh Applet 

The graph at the bottom of the applet shows the elecfrode partem. Clicking on the 

Graphs button displays an applet that shows a 3D Mesh plot of the deformable membrane 
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mirror and the spherical mirror, as seen in Figure 3.6. As a matter of convenience, the 

plots are done as absolute values of deflections. 

In this chapter, the methodology used for an iterative design of the deformable 

membrane mirror has been discussed. It describes the least squares method used to get 

the optimal response of the mirror. It also gives a brief description of the Matiab GUI 

design used for the optimization of the deformable membrane mirror parameters. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

The important parameters that affect the mirror response, as discussed in chapter 

III, are number, shape, position and thickness of the elecfrodes, and the electrostatic 

pressure applied by each electrode. This chapter discusses the effect of each individual 

parameter on the deformable membrane mirror response. It then examines the use of the 

Matiab GUI for the optimization of these parameters. 

4.1 Mirror Response Due to Each Individual Parameter 

A series of iterations are is developed in this chapter, showing the effect of each 

parameter on the deflections of the mirror. The values of a single parameter are changed 

while keeping all the others constant. The ideal deflections of the mirror for a given 

radius of the spherical mirror are calculated using equation 2.29, and the deflections of 

the mirror are calculated from the solutions of equation 2.11 for the selected conditions. 

The metric ss is then calculated using equation 3.11. The effect of parameters including 

pressure, thickness, position, and number of electrodes are discussed individually in that 

order. 

Now, deflections vary linearly with elecfrostatic pressures. As the elecfrostatic 

pressure increases, the amount of deflection also increases. In some of the iterations 

performed, number of electrodes Ne, radius of the membrane mirror Rmem, radius of the 
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spherical mirror Rsph, and thickness of electiodes Thck were kept constant, while ss was 

calculated for different electrostatic pressures applied to each of the electrodes. 

Table 4.1 Pressure Variation 

Rmem 
(in meters) 

0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 

Rsphi 
(in meters) 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

Ttick 
(in meters) 

0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 

Ne 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

p 
(in Newton) 

1 
2 
3 

3.1 
3.2 
3.3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

ss 

1.71E-20 
5.08E-21 
1.43E-22 
1.03E-22 
7.42E-25 
9.91 E-23 
2.25E-21 
1.14E-20 
2.76E-20 
5.08E-20 
8.11E-20 
1.18E-19 

1.00E-15 

1.00E-16 ^ 

1.00E-17 

1.00E-18 

1.00E-19 

'$, 1.00E-20 

1.00E-21 -

1 .OOE-22 -

1 .GOE-23 

1 .OOE-24 

1 .OOE-25 

—r-
3 

— I — 

4 
— I — 

6 
—r-

7 

Pi'essme (N) 

13 

Figure 4.1 Pressure versus Sum of Squares 
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The values of the parameters for different iterations performed are tabulated in 

Table 4.1. Figure 4.1 shows the logarithmic plot of the values of ss for varying values of 

pressure. From Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1, it is seen that ss has a minimum value of 7.42E-

25 for a pressure of 3.2 N. 

X io"' Deflection along a radial line with varying pressure 

P(in Newton)= -^ 1 
-^- 2 
_,..... 3 

• 3.1031 
3,2031 
33031 

_ l I I I I I I L 

0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0,006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.01 
radial distance (m) 

Figure 4.2 Deflection for Varying Pressures 

In Figure 4.2, a graph which plots deflection along a radial line with varying 

pressure is shown above. It plots vertical deflection on the Y-axis and radial distance on 

the X-axis. From the plot it is seen that as the pressure increases, the vertical deflection 

also increases. The electiodes are distributed uniformly over the mirror area. The 
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separation between two consecutive electrodes and the thickness of each electrode are 

constant. 

The amount of deflection at a surface point depends upon its position relative to 

the electrodes. Two parameters that affect this are the thickness and position of the 

electrode. Solutions of equation 2.11 in Chapter II determine the influence of an electrode 

over the deflection of a point on the surface of the membrane. 

Table 4.2 Electrode Thickness Variation 

Rmem 
(in meters) 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

Rspti 
(in meters) 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

Ttick 
(in meters) 

0.00005 

0.0001 

0.00015 

0.0002 

0.00025 

0.0003 

0.00035 

0.0004 

0.00045 

0.0005 

Ne 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

P 
(in Newton) 

6.571607 

3.203096 

2.084215 

1.527569 

1.19552 

0.975652 

0.819782 

0.703827 

0.614415 

0.54353 

ss 

1.13E-24 

7.42E-25 

7.04E-25 

6.41 E-25 

5.97E-25 

4.71 E-25 

3.52E-25 

3.38E-25 

5.99E-25 

1.29E-24 

The amount of deflection of a point on the surface of the mirror changes with any 

change in thickness or position of the electrode. In some of the iterations, number of 

electrodes Ne, radius of the membrane mirror Rmem, and radius of the spherical mirror 
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Rsph were kept constant. Metric ss and approximate electrostatic pressure P required to 

match the sinface of the mirror to the spherical mirror were calculated for different 

tiiicknesses of electiodes. The tension in the membrane is fixed at 15 N/m. The values of 

the parameters for these iterations are tabulated in Table 4.2. 

1.40E-24 

1.20E-24-1 

1.00E-24 

8.00E-25 ^ 

6.00E-25 

4.00E-25 

2.00E-25 -I 

O.OOE+00 
0 1E-04 2E-04 3E-04 4E-04 5E-04 6E-04 

Thickness (m) 

Figure 4.3 Thickness versus Sum of Squares 

It is observed from Table 4.2 and Figure 4.3 that as the thickness of the electrodes 

increases, the corresponding approximate electrostatic pressures required for optimal fit 

decrease. The value of ss decreases gradually until a particular value of thickness is 

reached. Thereafter, ss increases for any increase in the thickness of the electrodes. So for 

a given set of parameters, there would be an ideal thickness for each electrode for which 

the value of ss is minimum. 
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The other important parameter that determines the influence fiinctions is the 

position of the electrode. From solutions of equation 2.11, it is shown that the amount of 

deflection at a point depends upon the position of the surface point of the mirror, whether 

it lies between the boundaries of the elecfrode or whether is present inside or outside the 

area enclosed by the circular electrode ring. 

Table 4.3 Elecfrode Position Variation 

Rmem 
(in meters) 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

Rsph 
(in meters) 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

Thck 
(in meters) 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0001 

Ne 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

p 
(in Newton) 

3.245581 

3.207232 

3.171323 

3.137479 

3.105423 

3.075824 

3.047865 

3.021788 

2.99734 

2.974589 

ss 

L1566E-24 

1.0654E-24 

1.0031E-24 

1.0001E-24 

1.0229E-24 

1.0129E-24 

1.0014E-24 

1.0474E-24 

1.1599E-24 

1.3802E-24 

In some of the iterations, number of elecfrodes Ne, radius of the membrane mirror 

Rmem, radius of the spherical mirror Rsph, and thickness of the electrodes were kept 

constant. Metric ss and approximate electrostatic pressure P required to match the surface 

of the mirror to the spherical mirtor were calculated for different positions of the 
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electrodes. The tension in the membrane is fixed at 15 N/m. In the iterations performed, 

the electrodes were gradually moved outwards from the center of the mirror surface. 

1.60E-24 

L40E-24 

1.20E-24 

1.00E-24 

!8 8.00E-25 

6.00E-25 

4.00E-25 ^ 

2.00E-25 

O.OOE+00 

Figure 4.4 Position versus Sum of Squares 

The values of the parameters from the iterations are tabulated in Table 4.3. It is 

seen from the Table 4.3 and Figure 4.4 that the value of ss decreases initially to a 

minimum value of lE-24 and then increases. The value of the approximate electrostatic 

pressure decreases down the table as the electrodes are moved outward. As the electrodes 

are moved outward the radial area of each elecfrode increases, which results in the 

decrease of approximate optimal pressure. The curve in Figure 4.4 shows the variation of 

ss with the variation of electrode configuration. The positions of all the electrodes are 

changed for each iteration. For each particular electrode configuration there would be a 

minimum value of ss, which gives rise to local minimas as seen in Figure 4.4. 
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The number of electrodes is one of the important parameters that determine the 

response of the mirror. As discussed earlier, the deflection at a surface point depends on 

all the electrodes, not just on a few electrodes present near the point of interest. To match 

the surface of a membrane mirror of radius 0.01 m with a spherical mirror of radius 100 

m using 10 electrodes, an approximate pressure of 3.2 N is required. 

Figure 4.5 Electrode Configuration 

b 0,001 0,002 0.003 0,004 0,005 0,006 0.007 O.OIB 0,009 0,01 
radius (m) 

Figure 4.6 Deflection for Individual Electrodes 
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Oedeclion along a radial Una due to the i:Qmbined effect of the electrodes 

0 a m i O.OtK 0.003 0,004 O.OOS O.OO6 O.COZ D,Cffl8 Q.D09 0.01 
radial distance (nn) 

Figure 4.7 Deflection Along a Radial Line 

Each individual curve in Figure 4.6 represents the deflection along the radial line 

due to an individual electrode. Figure 4.7 shows that the vertical deflection of the mirror 

surface along a radial line is due to the combined effect of all the electrodes. The 

maximum deflection at the center is 5.02E-7 m, which is the summation of the 

deflections induced by each individual electrode at the center. 

For each individual curve in Figure 4.6, the tiansition between the curved and the 

flat part of the curve is not smooth. This is because the fringe field effects have been 

neglected while calculating the deflections. For real deflections, the transition will be 

smooth. The membrane mirror is clamped at the edges, so for real deflections the slope of 

the curve at the edges gradually increases from zero, not abraptly as seen for each 

individual curve in the figure. These approximations, which neglect fringe fields and 

clamped membrane effects, reduce the complexity of the system and allows a reasonable 

solution. 
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In some of the iterations performed, ss and the approximate optimal electrostatic 

pressure P were calculated for different number of electrodes Ne, while parameters like 

radius of the membrane mirror Rmem, radius of the spherical mirror Rsph, and thickness 

of electrodes Thck were kept constant. 

Table 4.4 Electrode Number Variation 

Rmem 
(in meters) 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

Rsph 
(in meters) 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

Thck 
(in meters) 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0001 
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Figure 4.8 Number of Elecfrodes versus Sum of Squares 

The values of the parameters used in the iterations are tabulated in Table 4.4. 

Figure 4.8 is the logarithmic plot of the values of ss for varying values of number of 

elecfrodes. It is observed from Table 4.4 and Figure 4.8 that as the number of electrodes 

increases, the required approximate optimal electrostatic pressure applied to each 

electrode to match the surface of the membrane mirror to that of the spherical mirror 

decreases. It is also observed that the gap between the ideal and deflected surface gets 

reduced, and this is indicated by the decrease in values of ss. 

In this section, the role of each individual parameter that determines the vertical 

deflections of the mirror has been examined. As the number of elecfrodes increases, the 

control over the surface of the mirror increases, and correspondingly the value of ss 

decreases. The number of electrodes is limited by the radius of the deformable membrane 

mirror and the minimum gap between each electrode. Thus, depending upon these 
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limitations and the desired value of ss, the number of electrodes option is left to the user 

to decide. 

For other parameters like pressure, thickness and position of the electrodes, the 

optimization is performed using the Matiab GUI. For each of these parameters at each 

elecfrode, there exists an optimal value for which ss is minimum. These parameters are 

limited by factors like the radius of the deformable mirror, minimum separation gap 

between each electrode, and the maximum pressure before Pull-in occurs. 

4.2 Matiab GUI Response 

In this section, we examine the values obtained by applying the Matiab GUI 

design for a specific case. The deformable membrane mirror radius (Rmem) is 0.01 m, 

radius of the spherical mirror (Rsph) is 100 m, number of electrodes (Ne) is 10, desired 

thickness of each electrode (Thck) is around 0.0001 m, thickness of the membrane is 

0.0000005 m, and the tension in the membrane is assumed to be 15 N/m. 

Fringe effects while calculating the electrostatic force of attraction have to be 

considered only if the ratio of thickness of the electrode to that of the height or gap 

separating the electrodes and the mirror surface is far less than one. The gap between the 

mirror surface and the elecfrodes is fixed at 0.000075 m, and the ratio of thickness of the 

electrode to that of the gap separating the elecfrodes and the mirror surface is found to be 

1.3, so fringe effects can be safely ignored. 
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Figure 4.9 Verified Applet 

The approximate elecfrostatic pressure is 3.2 N for each electrode for the given set 

of conditions. Young's Modulus of the membrane is 150 MPa, sfress in the membrane is 

110 MPa, and its Poisson's ratio is 0.2. The Pull-in voltage is calculated using equations 

2.2 and 2.3 from Chapter II and using the above values. It was calculated to be 176.2 V. 

Converting the approximate electrostatic pressures to voltages, 3.2 N is approximately 

63.8 V, which is about 2.7 times less then the Pull-in voltage. The sum of squares value 

ss is 1.74E-26, and after verification each parameter is optimized individually. 
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Figure 4.10 Elecfrode Thickness Applet 

First, the thicknesses of the electrodes are optimized while keeping the other 

parameters constant. During each optimization step, the parameters are checked for 

conditions that the gap betiveen the elecfrodes is not less then the minimum gap and that 

the electrostatic pressure does not result in Pull-in. In Figure 4.10, the values of the 

parameters after optimization of electiode thickness are displayed. The value of ss is 

reduced by about 39 percent to 1.05E-26. 
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Figure 4.11 Electrode Positions Applet 

The step following the optimization of electiode thickness is the optimization of 

elecfrode position. In Figure 4.11, the values of the parameters after optimization of the 

positions of the elecfrodes are displayed. The values listed under electrode boundaries 

define the position of the electrodes and are optimized, and the value of ss is reduced by 

about 89 percent to 1.12 E-027. 
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Figure 4.12 Pressure Applet 

The next step, after the optimization of the electrode positions, is optimization of 

the elecfrostatic pressures. The optimized elecfrostatic pressures are converted to 

approximate voltages and are displayed under Volts in Figure 4.12. The value of ss is 

reduced by about 16 percent to 9.35 E-28. Even for a slight increase in pressure on any of 

the electrodes, the value of ss increases. After each optimization step, if the same step is 

repeated again with all the parameters kept constant, the results are the same: no change 

is observed in the value of ss or any other parameter. This indicates that the solution is 

probably the positive minimum, to within delta. 
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Figure 4.13 Optimize Applet 

A user can also optimize the parameters until the percentage change in the value 

of ss is small. This is done by using the Optimize button. The optimization is done in the 

following order: electiode positions first, pressure second, and then thickness of the 

electrode third. These steps are repeated again and again until the desired percentage of 

change in value of ss is obtained. The optimized values are displayed in Figure 4.13. The 

value of ss is reduced by about 94 percent to 9.35E-28. In this section, the Matiab GUI 

design was used to optimize a particular set of parameters to produce a deformable 

membrane mirror design of radius 0.01 m and 10 electrodes that would match the surface 

of a spherical mirror of radius 100 m. 
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The initial tension in the membrane depends on the processes used in the 

fabrication of the device. The tension in the membrane also depends upon the amount of 

deflection of the membrane surface. These changes in the tension have to be 

experimentally determined. 

Diffraction limit of a circular mirror is given by [18] 

^ 1.22A 
/> = — , (5.1) 

where P is the diffraction limit in radians, X is the wavelength of light and d is the 

diameter of the circular mirror. Using equation 5.1 the diffraction limit of an aperhire of 

radius 0.01 m and for a wavelength of 1550 nm is 9.455 E-5 radians, which gives a beam 

lengtii of 9.455 mm at 100 m. 

An important aspect to be considered while designing systems where voltage is 

applied between electrodes separated by air gaps is the breakdown voltage of air across 

those gaps [19]. On a macro scale, the breakdown of air occurs at 30 kV/cm at zero 

percent humidity. Analyzing the deformable membrane design produced by the Matiab 

GUI, for a separation of 75 îm, the breakdown voltage value is around 225 volts. The 

breakdown gap for a pull-in voltage of 176 volts is 58.7 )xm, which is greater then the 

pull-in gap of 50 |am. This breakdown gap limits the maximum deflection of the mirror to 

16 nm. 

The breakdown voltage for the air gap between the outer electrode and the ground 

is around 336 volts, which is far greater then the pull-in voltage. The breakdown voltage 

for the gap between two radial electrodes, which have a minimum separation of 2000 

angstroms, is 60 volts. This is greater then the maximum voltage difference of 4 volts 
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between the two radial electrodes. In order to avoid the breakdown between the 

electrodes, all the elecfrodes should be switched on or off at the same time. Increasing the 

humidity tends to increase the breakdown voltage since water vapor is an elecfronegative 

gas. Electronegative gases tend to capture free electrons, thereby reducing the formation 

of the election avalanches necessary for breakdown [20]. So even for an increase in 

humidity the above described conditions hold true. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis applies iterative methods for the design of a deformable membrane. 

The objective is to produce a deformable membrane mirror design that will simulate a 

variable radius mirror, matching the surface of the deformable membrane mirror to the 

surface of a spherical mirror of known radius of curvature. The amount of deflection or 

deformation of the surface of the membrane mirror is determined by a linear combination 

of influence fiinctions and electiostatic pressures applied by the electrodes. These 

influence fiinctions are determined from the position and thickness of the electrodes. 

Iterative methods are used to optimize the key parameters in the design of the deformable 

membrane mirror, such as the number, position, and thickness of the electrodes and the 

voltages. 

This approach is used on a circular electrostatic membrane mirror architecture as 

described in Chapter I. The parameter used to measure the response of the mirror is ss 

(sum of the squares of the differences between the volumes of the corresponding surface 

points of the mirror response and the desired response). The mirtor response was by 

defiiution rotationally symmetric. Iterative methods that minimized the value of ss also 

minimized the volume difference between the desired mirror shape and the expected 

mirror shape. 

A Matiab GUI (Graphical User Interface) using fiinctions which use iterative 

methods to optimize each parameter is developed. The Matiab GUI executes a series of 
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iterations and minimizes the ss value. From the various iterations performed, it is 

observed that of all the parameters, position of the electrodes plays the most important 

role in the determination of the influence fiinctions. The percentage change in the value 

of ss is much greater for a variation in the position of the electrodes. For one particular 

set of parameters, it was observed that the optimization of thickness of the electrode 

reduces the value of ss by 40 percent, the optimization of electrode position reduces the 

ss value by 90 percent, and the optimization of pressure reduces the ss value by 16 

percent. 

Time is a matter of concern for the execution of iterations. It takes a P-4 2.66 GHz 

computer at least 60 minutes to optimize the electrostatic pressures. For one particular set 

of parameters, 59 iterations were done to optimize electrostatic pressure. The iterations 

were performed until the percentage change in the value of ss was less then 0.05 percent. 

The Pull-in voltage determines the maximum voltage that can be applied to an 

electrode, but the method used to calculate this voltage is used for parallel plate 

capacitors of the same dimensions. The elecfrodes used in the design of the mirror are 

circular, and the dimensions are smaller then that of the membrane. It would help in the 

design of the mirror if the effect of circular electrodes on the Pull-in voltage can be 

estimated. 

Deformable membrane mirrors are used for a variety of applications. They are 

used in adaptive optic systems. They are used for correction of aberrations caused by 

atmospheric turbulence in asfronomical applications. These simple and fast devices are of 

interest in a wide range medical applications, including bar-code scanners and imaging 
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auto-focus optics. The design can also be adapted to match the surface of the mirror to 

that of a parabolic surface. Parabolic mirrors focus parallel rays to a single point, while 

spherical mirrors focus one plane to another plane. The variable radius mirror device can 

be used for dynamic beam formation in free space optical communications. A particularly 

good application would use the deformable membrane mirror device in a free space 

optical communication link between unmanned autonomous vehicles. The deformable 

membrane mirror will be used for beam formation, a MEMS mirror system for beam 

steering and photo detector arrays for communication and control. 

A Matiab GUI is realized for the optimization of tiie parameters of the deformable 

membrane mirror that simulates a spherical mirror of variable radius. This thesis 

examines the influence of the number, thickness, position and the electrostatic pressures 

of the electrodes on the surface of the deformable membrane mirror. 
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APPENDIX 

The following program mgui.m is used to design the Matiab GUI. It calls various 
fiinctions during the execution of the program 

%%%%%%%%%% mgui.m %%%%%o/o%%o/o%% 

fiinction varargout = mgui(varargin) 
guiSingleton = 1; 
guiState = struct('gui_Name', mfilename,... 

'gui_Singleton', gui_Singleton,... 
'guiOpeningPcn', (gmguiOpeningFcn,... 
'guiOutputPcn', (gmguiOutputFcn,... 
'gui_LayoutFcn', [ ] , . . . 
'gui_Callback', []); 

if nargin & issti(varargin{l}) 
gui_State.gui_Callback = str2flinc(varargin{l}); 

end 

if nargout 
[varargout{l:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 

else 
gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 

end 

function mgui_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
handles.output = hObject; 

guidata(hObject, handles); 

fiinction varargout = mgui_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
varargout {1} = handles.output; 

fiinction mbradius_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 

fiinction mbradius_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
mbradius = str2double(get(hObject, 'String')); 
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ifisnan(mbradius) 
set(hObject, 'String', 0); 
errordlg('Input must be a number','Error'); 

end 

data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 
data.mbradius = mbradius; 
setappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata', data); 

fiinction sphradius_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 

fimction sphradius_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
sphradius = sfr2double(get(hObject, 'Stiing')); 
if isnan(sphradius) 

set(hObject, 'String', 0); 
errordlgCInput must be a number','Error'); 

end 

data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 
data, sphradius = sphradius; 
setappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata', data); 
gp=mgap(data.mbradius,data.sphradius,49); 
set(handles.gap,'String',gp); 

function thickness_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 

fiinction thickness_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
thickness = str2double(get(hObject, 'String')); 
if isnan(thickness) 

set(hObject, 'String', 0); 
errordlgCInput must be a number','Error'); 

end 

data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 
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data.thickness = thickness; 
setappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata', data); 

fiinction tin_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 

fiinction tm_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
tin = sfr2double(get(hObject, 'Stiing')); 
ifisnan(tm) 

set(hObject, 'Stiing', 0); 
errordlgCInput must be a number','Error'); 

end 
data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 
data.tm - tm; 
setappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata', data); 
if(data.tin==0) 

set(hObject, 'Stiing', 0); 
errordlgCInput must be greater then zero','Error'); 

end 

fimction nelect_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 

fiinction nelect_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
nelect = str2doubIe(get(hObject, 'String')); 
ifisnan(nelect) 

set(hObject, 'String', 0); 
errordlgCInput must be a number','Error'); 

end 

data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 
data.nelect = nelect; 
setappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata', data); 

fiinction young_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 
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set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 

fimction young_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
young = sti2double(get(hObject, 'String')); 
ifisnan(young) 

set(hObject, 'Stiing', 0); 
errordlgCInput must be a number','Error'); 

end 
data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 
data, young = young; 
setappdata(gcbf, 'metiicdata', data); 
if (data.young==0) 

set(hObject, 'Stiing', 0); 
errordlgCInput must be greater then zero','Error'); 

end 

fiinction stress_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 

set(hObject,'BackgroundCoIor','white'); 
else 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUiconfrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 

function stress_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
stress = str2double(get(hObject, 'String')); 
if isnan(stress) 

set(hObject, 'Stiing', 0); 
errordlgCInput must be a number','Error'); 

end 
data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 
data.stress = stress; 
setappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata', data); 
if (data.stress==0) 

set(hObject, 'String', 0); 
errordlgCInput must be greater then zero','Error'); 

end 

fiinction poisson_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 
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set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 

fiinction poisson_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
poisson = str2double(get(hObject, 'String')); 
ifisnan(poisson) 

set(hObject, 'Stiing', 0); 
errordlgCInput must be a number','Error'); 

end 
data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 
data.poisson = poisson; 
setappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata', data); 
if (data.poisson==0) 

set(hObject, 'Stiing', 0); 
errordlgCInput must be greater then zero','Error'); 

end 

fimction spacing_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 

fiinction spacing_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
spacing = str2double(get(hObject, 'String')); 
if isnan(spacing) 

set(hObject, 'String', 0); 
errordlgCInput must be a number','Error'); 

end 
data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 
data, spacing = spacing; 
setappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata', data); 
if (data. spacing==0) 

set(hObject, 'String', 0); 
errordlgCInput must be greater then zero','Error'); 

end 

fiinction tension_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontiolBackgroundColor')); 
end 
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fiinction tension_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
tension = str2double(get(hObject, 'Stiing')); 
ifisnan(tension) 

set(hObject, 'Stiing', 0); 
errordlgCInput must be a number','Error'); 

end 
data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metiicdata'); 
data, tension = tension; 
setappdata(gcbf, 'metiicdata', data); 
if (data.tension==0) 

set(hObject, 'Stiing', 0); 
errordlgCInput must be greater then zero','Error'); 

end 
set(handles.poisson,'String',0.20); 
set(handles.young,'Stiing',0.15); 
set(handles.sfress,'String',l 10); 
set(handles.spacing,'Stiing',0.000075); 

fiinction gap_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 

function gap_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

function sos_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 

set(hObj ect, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
else 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 

fiinction sos_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

fiinction snap_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUiconfrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 
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fiinction snap_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
snap = str2double(get(hObject, 'Stiing')); 
ifisnan(snap) 

set(hObject, 'String', 0); 
errordlgCInput must be a number','Error'); 

end 
data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 
data, snap = snap; 
setappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata', data); 
if (data.snap==0) 

set(hObject, 'String', 0); 
errordlgCInput must be greater then zero','Error'); 

end 

function verify_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
set(handles.poisson,'String',0.20); 
set(handles.young,'String',0.15); 
set(handles.sfress,'String',l 10); 
set(handles.spacing,'Stiing',0.000075); 
set(handles.plots,'String','Graphs-use only after optimising'); 
young=0.15; 
spacing=0.000075; 
sfress==110; 
poisson=0.20; 
data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 
k= ((16*pi*young*(l 0^9)*(data.tin*3)*( 10'^(-18)))/(3 *(data.mbradius^2)*( 1 -
(poisson'^2))))+(4*pi*stress*(10%)*data.tin) 
vpi=sqrt((8*k*(spacing^3))/(27*8.854*(10^(-12))*pi*(data.mbradius^2))) 
set(handles.snap,'String',vpi); 
if(data.mbradius~=0)&(data.sphradius~=0)&(data.tension~=0)&(data.nelect~=0)&(data.t 
hickness~=0) 
nemax=((data.mbradius/data.thickness)-2)/2; 
nemax=nemax-mod(nemax, 1); 
thckl=data.mbradius/(2*data.nelect+2); 
if(nemax >= 20) 

nemax=20; 
thck 1 =data.mbradius/(2*nemax+2); 
end 

P1 =ones(data.nelect, 1); 
er=linspace(2*thckl ,data.mbradius-(2*thckl ),data.nelect); 
for i = 1 :data.nelect 

e(l,i)=er(l,i); 
e(2,i)=er(l,i)+thckl; 

end 
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el=e(l,l:data.nelect)'; 
e2=e(2,l:data.nelect)'; 
set(handles.poselect,'String',el); 
set(handles.poselect2,'String',e2); 
set(handles.pres,'String',P 1); 
if(data.nelect>nemax) 
set(handles.wamne, 'String', nemax); 
set(handles.wamt, 'String', thckl); 
set(handles.wamin, 'String', 'warning please check your values:-
maximum no of electrodes allowed for the entered thickness:- maximum thickness 
allowed for the above number of electrodes:-'); 
set(handles.verify, 'String', 'verify'); 
else 
[ss,e,P]=approx(data.mbradius,data.sphradius,data.nelect,data.thickness,data.tension); 
el=e(l,l:data.nelect)'; 
e2=e(2,l idata.nelect)'; 
set(handles.sos,'String',ss); 
set(handIes.poselect,'String',el); 
set(handles.poselect2,'String',e2); 
set(handles.pres,'String',P); 
set(handles.verify, 'String', 'verified'); 
set(handles.wamne, 'String',''); 
set(handles.wamt, 'String',''); 
set(handles.wamin, 'String',''); 
k=l; 
ne=data.nelect; 
axes(handles. axes6); 
set(handIes.nelect,'String',ne); 
c=data.mbradius+data.mbradius*0.01; 
hold off; 
cla 
circlel (data.mbradius,c); 
hold on; 
for(i=l:ne) 
circle(e(l,i),c) 
circle(e(2,i),c) 
hold on 
end 
end 
else 
set(handles.wamin, 'Stiing', 'warning please check your values ,all of them should be 
nonzero'); 
end 
[V]=volts(0.000075); 
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if(max(V)>=vpi) 
set(handles.wamin, 'String', 'warning snap down may occur'); 
set(handles.verify, 'String', 'verify'); 
end 

fiinction pres_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 

fimction pres_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

function poselect_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontiolBackgroundColor')); 
end 

fiinction poselect_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

fiinction poselect2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 

fiinction poselect2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

fiinction edit 13_CreateFcn(hObj ect, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 

fiinction edit 13_Callback(hObj ect, eventdata, handles) 

fiinction edit 14_CreateFcn(hObj ect, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
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else 
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 

end 

fiinction editl4_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

fiinction pos_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
set(handles.busy,'string','busy'); 
data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 
rm=data.mbradius; 
R=data. sphradius; 
ne=data.nelect; 
thck=data.thickness; 
T=data.tension; 
[A,ss,z,e,P,ni]=position(rm,R,ne,T); 
set(handles.pres,'String',P); 
el=e(l,l:ne)'; 
e2=e(2,l:ne)'; 
set(handIes.poseIect,'String',el); 
set(handles.poselect2,'String',e2); 
set(handles.sos,'String',ss); 
axes(handles. axes6); 
cla 
c=data.mbradius+data.mbradius*0.01; 
circle 1 (data.mbradius,c); 
hold on; 
for(i=l:ne) 
circle(el(i),c) 
circle(e2(i),c) 
hold on 
end 
set(handles.busy,'string',''); 
set(handIes.prestitie,'Stiing','Pressure'); 

fiinction pressr_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
set(handles.busy,'string','busy'); 
data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 
ne=data.nelect; 
per=l; 
[P,z,ss]= pressure(ne); 
set(handles.pres,'String',P); 
set(handles.busy,'string',''); 
set(handles.sos,'String',ss); 
set(handles.prestitle,'String','Pressure'); 
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young=0.15; 
spacing=0.000075; 
sfress=110; 
poisson=0.20; 
k=((16*pi*young*(10^9)*(data.tin*3)*(10^(-18)))/(3*(data.mbradius^2)*(l-
(poisson^2))))+(4*pi*sfress*(10^6)*data.tm) 
vpi=sqrt((8*k*(spacing^3))/(27*8.854*(10^(-12))*pi*(data.mbradius'^2))) 
[V]-voIts(0.000075); 
if(max(V)>=vpi) 
set(handles.wamin, 'String', 'warning snap down will occur !'); 
set(handles.verify, 'String', 'verify'); 
end 
load pi; 

function thic_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
set(handles.busy,'string','busy'); 
data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 
ne=data.nelect; 
per=l; 
[A,z,ss,e]= titer(ne); 
ne=data.nelect; 
el=e(l,l:ne)'; 
e2=e(2,l:ne)'; 
set(handles.poselect,'String',el); 
set(handles.poselect2,'String',e2); 
axes(handles. axes6); 
cla 
c=data.mbradius+data.mbradius*0.01; 
circlel (data.mbradius,c); 
hold on; 
for(i=l:ne) 
circle(el(i),c) 
circle(e2(i),c) 
hold on 
end 
set(handles.poselect,'String',el); 
set(handles.poseIect2,'Stiing',e2); 
set(handles.busy,'string',''); 
set(handIes.sos,'String',ss); 
set(handles.busy,'string','busy'); 
data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 
ne=data.nelect; 
per=l; 
set(handles.busy,'stiing',''); 
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set(handles.sos,'String',ss); 
set(handles.prestitle,'String','Pressure'); 

fiinction plots_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 
pdata(data); 
plots 

fiinction opt_CalIback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
set(handles.busy,'string','busy'); 
data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 
rm=data.mbradius; 
R=data.sphradius; 
ne=data.nelect; 
thck=data.thickness; 
T=data.tension; 
set(handles .busy,'string', 'busy'); 
[A,ss,z,e,P,ii]= optimum(rm,R,ne,T); 
set(handles.pres,'String',P); 
el-e(l,l:ne)'; 
e2=e(2,l:ne)'; 
set(handles.poseIect,'String',el); 
set(handles.poselect2,'String',e2); 
axes(handles. axes6); 
cla 
c=data.mbradius+data.mbradius*0.01; 
circle 1 (data.mbradius,c); 
hold on; 
for(i=l:ne) 
circle(el(i),c) 
circle(e2(i),c) 
hold on 
end 
set(handles.sos,'String',ss); 
set(handles.pres,'String',P); 
set(handles.busy,'Stiing',''); 
set(handles.plots,'String','graphs'); 
load pi; 

fiinction pv_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
buttonstate = get(hObject,'Value'); 
if buttonstate == get(hObject,'Max') 
load app 
set(handles.pres,'String',P); 
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set(handles.prestitle,'String','Pressure'); 
elseif buttonstate = get(hObject,'Min') 
[V]=volts(0.000075); 
set(handles.pres,'String',V); 
set(handles.prestitie,'String','Volts'); 
end 

fiinction reset_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
initialize_gui(gcbf, handles); 

function initialize_gui(fig_handle, handles) 
k=0; 
data.mbradius=0; 
data.sphradius=0; 
data.nelect=0; 
data.thickness=0; 
data.tension=0; 
setappdata(fig_handle, 'metricdata', data); 
set(handles.mbradius, 'String', data.mbradius); 
set(handles.sphradius, 'String', data.sphradius); 
set(handles.nelect, 'String', data.nelect); 
set(handles.thickness, 'String', data.thickness); 
set(handles.tension, 'String', data.tension); 
set(handles.pres,'String',0); 
set(handles.poselect,'String',0); 
set(handles.poselect2,'String',0); 
%set(handles.pos,'String',0); 
set(handles.verify, 'String', 'verify'); 
set(handles.wanme, 'String',''); 
set(handles.wamt, 'String',''); 
set(handles.wamin, 'String',''); 
set(handles.busy,'string',''); 
set(handles.sos,'String',''); 
set(handles.gap,'Stiing','0'); 
set(handles.pv,'String', 1); 
set(handles.prestitie,'String','Pressure'); 
axes(handles.axes6); 
cla 
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The following program approx.m is used to calculate the approximate electrostatic 
pressures for the electrodes. 

%%%%%%%%%%%%% approx.m %%%%%%%%%%%% 

fiinction [ss,e,P,sl,r]= approx(rm,R,ne,thck,T) 
waming off MATLAB:divideByZero 
format long e 
m-49; 
P =ones(ne,l); 
q=[0 2*pi]'; 
dq=[2*pi]; 
r 1 =linspace(0,rm,m); 
phi=linspace(0,2*pi,m); 
stn-thck*0.1; 
ei=linspace(2*thck,rm-(2*thck),ne); 
for i = 1 :ne 

e(l,i)=er(l,i); 
e(2,i)=er(l,i)+tiick; 

end 
k=l; 

fornl=l:m 
r(k)=rl(nl); 
rq(k)=phi(nl); 
[x(k),y(k)]=pol2cart(rq(k),r(k)); 
k=k+l; 
end 

fori=T.m 
s(i)=((R)^2)-(x(i))'^2-(y(i))"2; 
sl(i)=abs(sqrt(s(i))); 
end 
s2=sl-sl(m); 
clear r; 

rl(l,l:m); 

[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
a=zeros(m,l); 
b=zeros(m,l); 
for(n=l:m) 

for(i=l:(m-l)) 
b(n)=(0.5*abs(rl(i+l)-rl(i))*(s2(i)+s2(i+l)))+b(n); 
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a(n)=(0.5*abs(rl(i+l)-rl(i))*(z(i)+z(i+l)))+a(n); 
end 

end 
c=a(l)/b(l); 
clear P; 
P=l; 
[z,a,b,Pnew] = ab(A,rm,rl,P,T,s2,ne,m,c); 
ss=0; 
for(i=l:m) 

ss=((s2(i)-z(i))'^2)+ss; 
end 
P=ones(ne, 1). *Pnew; 
save app r rm ne e m P T q dq rq s2 R ss z x y 
influence; 
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The following program position.m is used to optimize the electrode position for a given 
set of parameters. 

%%%%%%%%%%%%% position.m %%%%%%%%%%%% 
function [A,ss,z,e,P,ni]= position(rm,R,ne,T) 
format long e 
m=49; 
load app 
[A,ss,z] == influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
noe=ne; 
iter=zeros(ne,2); 
ni=l; 
per=l; 
while(per>0) 
ss2=ss; 
etemp=e; 
for(noe=l:ne) 
plusl=l; 
plus2=l; 
plus3=l; 
plus4=l; 
plus5=0; 
plus6=0; 
plus7=0; 
plus8=0; 
plus9=0; 
ssl=l; 
if(noe==ne) 

elimit=rm-3*0.0001; 
else 

elimit=e(l,(noe+l))-3*0.0001; 
end 
if(noe==l) 

elimitl=0.0001; 
else 

elimit 1 =e(2,(noe-1 ))+3 *0.0001; 
end 
while((ssl-ss)>0) 

iter(noe, 1 )=iter(noe, 1)+1; 
ssl=ss; 
eteml=e(l,noe); 
etem2=e(2,noe); 
e(l,noe)=e(l,noe)+0.0001; 
e(2,noe)=e(2,noe)+0.0001; 
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[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
ss; 
if(ssl<ss) 

e(l,noe)=eteml; 
e(2,noe)=etem2; 
[A,ss,z] = influence l(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
plus 1=0; 
ss; 
break; 

end 
if(e(2 ,noe)>elimit) 

e(l,noe)=eteml; 
e(2,noe)=etem2; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
plus 1=0; 
break; 

end 
end 

ssl=l; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%iteration with increment 0.0005 
while((plusl==0)&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe, 1 )=iter(noe, 1)+1; 
ssl=ss; 

eteml=e(l,noe); 
etem2=e(2,noe); 
e( 1 ,noe)=e( 1 ,noe)+(0.00005); 
e(2,noe)=e(2,noe)+(0.00005); 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
ss; 
if(ssl<ss) 

e(l,noe)=eteml; 
e(2,noe)=eteni2; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
ss; 
plus2=0; 
break; 

end 
if(e(2 ,noe)>elimit) 

e(l,noe)=eteml; 
e(2,noe)=etem2; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
plus2=0; 
break; 

end 
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end 
ssl=l; 

yoyoyoyoyoyoyoyoyoo/oo/oo/oyoo/oo/oyoo/oo/oo/oo/oyoiteration with increment 0.00005 
while((plus2==0)&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe, 1 )=iter(noe, 1)+1; 
ssl=ss; 
eteml=e(l,noe); 
etem2=e(2,noe); 
e(l ,noe)=e( 1 ,noe)+(0.000005); 
e(2,noe)=e(2,noe)+(0.000005); 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
ss; 
if(ssl<ss) 

e(l,noe)=eteml; 
e(2,noe)=etem2; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
ss; 
plus3=0; 
break; 

end 
if(e(2,noe)>elimit) 

e(l,noe)=eteml; 
e(2,noe)=etem2; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
plus3=0; 
break; 

end 
end 
ssl=l; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%iteration with increment 0.000005 
while((plus3==0)&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe, 1 )=iter(noe, 1)+1; 
ssl=ss; 
eteml=e(l,noe); 
etem2=e(2,noe); 
e(l ,noe)=e(l ,noe)+(0.0000005); 
e(2,noe)=e(2,noe)+(0.0000005); 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
ss; 
if(ssl<ss) 

e(l,noe)=eteml; 
e(2,noe)=etem2; 
[A,ss,z] = influence l(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
ss; 
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plus4=0; 
break; 

end 
if(e(2,noe)>eIimit) 
e(l,noe)=eteml; 
e(2,noe)=etem2; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
plus4=0; 
break; 

end 
end 
ssl=l; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%iteration with increment 0.000001 
while((plus4==0)&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe, 1 )=iter(noe, 1)+1; 
ssl=ss; 
eteml=e(l,noe); 
etem2=e(2,noe); 
e(l,noe)=e(l,noe)+(0.0000001); 
e(2,noe)=e(2,noe)+(0.0000001); 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
ss; 
if(ssl<ss) 

e(l,noe)=eteml; 
e(2,noe)=etem2; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
ss; 
plus5=l; 
break; 

end 
if(e(2,noe)>elimit) 

e(l,noe)=eteml; 
e(2,noe)=etem2; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
plus5=l; 
break; 

end 
end 
ssl=l; 
%%%%%%%%%iteration with decrements 0.001 
while((plus5==l)&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe,2)=iter(noe,2)+l; 
ssl=ss; 
eteml=e(l,noe); 
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etem2=e(2,noe); 
e( 1 ,noe)=e( 1 ,noe)-0.0001; 
e(2,noe)=e(2,noe)-0.0001; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
if(ssl<ss) 

e(l,noe)=eteml; 
e(2,noe)=etem2; 
[A,ss,z] = influence l(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
ss; 
plus6=l; 
break; 

end 
if(e(l,noe)<elimitl) 

e(l,noe)=eteml; 
e(2,noe)=etem2; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
plus6=l; 
break; 

end 
end 
ssl=l; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%iteration with increment 0.0005 
while((plus6==l)&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe,2)=iter(noe,2)+l; 
ssl=ss; 
eteml=e(l,noe); 
etem2=e(2,noe); 
e( 1 ,noe)=e( 1 ,noe)-(0.00005); 
e(2,noe)=e(2,noe)-(0.00005); 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
if(ssl<ss) 

e(l,noe)=eteml; 
e(2,noe)=etem2; 
[A,ss,z] = influence l(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
ss; 
plus7=l; 
break; 

end 
if(e( 1 ,noe)<elimitl) 

e(l,noe)=eteml; 
e(2,noe)=etem2; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
plus7=l; 
break; 
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end 
end 

ssl=l; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%o/o%%o/o%o/o%%iteration with increment 0.00005 
while((plus7==l)&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe,2)=iter(noe,2)+l; 
ssl=ss; 
eteml=e(l,noe); 
etem2=e(2,noe); 
e(l,noe)=e(l,noe)-(0.000005); 
e(2,noe)=e(2,noe)-(0.000005); 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
if(ssl<ss) 

e(l,noe)=eteml; 
e(2,noe)=etem2; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
ss; 
plus8=l; 
break; 

end 
if(e(l,noe)<elimitI) 

e(l,noe)=eteml; 
e(2,noe)=eteni2; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
plus8=l; 
break; 

end 
end 
ssl=l; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%iteration with increment 0.000005 
while((plus8=l)«&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe,2)=iter(noe,2)+l; 
ssl=ss; 
eteml=e(l,noe); 
eteni2=e(2,noe); 
e( 1 ,noe)=e( 1 ,noe)-(0.0000005); 
e(2,noe)=e(2,noe)-(0.0000005); 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
if(ssl<ss) 

e(l,noe)=eteml; 
e(2,noe)=etem2; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
ss; 
plus9=l; 
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break; 
end 

if(e( 1 ,noe)<elimit 1) 
e(l,noe)=eteml; 
e(2,noe)=etem2; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
plus9=l; 
break; 

end 
end 
ssl=l; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%iteration with increment 0.000001 
while((plus9==l)&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe,2)=iter(noe,2)+l; 
ssl=ss; 
eteml=e(l,noe); 
etem2=e(2,noe); 
e(l ,noe)=e(l ,noe)-(0.0000001); 
e(2,noe)=e(2,noeH0.0000001); 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
if(ssl<ss) 

e(l,noe)=eteml; 
e(2,noe)=etem2; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
ss; 
plus 10=0; 
break; 

end 
if(e(l,noe)<elimitl) 

e(l,noe)=eteml; 
e(2,noe)=etem2; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
plus 10=0; 
break; 

end 
end 
ssl=l; 

end 

ni=ni+l; 
per=(((ss2-ss)/ss2)*100); 
end 
save app r rm ne e m P T q dq rq s2 R ss z 
influence; 
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The following program pressure.m is used to optimize the electrode pressures for a given 
set of parameters. 

%%%%%%%%%%%%% pressure.m %%%%%%%%%%%% 
fiinction[P,z,ss]=pressure(ne) 
waming off MATEAB:divideByZero 
load app 
format long e 
ne=ne; 
m=49; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
P1=P; 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
iter=zeros(ne,2); 
Ptemp=Pl(l); 
ss2=ss; 
per=2; 
[nd,signn]=nod(Ptemp) 
dx=0.000001; 
ssl=l; 
while(per>0) 
for(noe=l:ne) 
ssl=l; 
plusl=l; 
plus2=l; 
plus3=l; 
plus4=l; 
plus5=0; 
plus6=0; 
plus7=0; 
plus8=0; 
plus9=0; 
plusl0=l; 
pIimit=2*Ptemp; 
pIimitl=Ptemp/2; 
ssl=l; 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
%%%%%%%%%iteration with incrments 0.001 
while(((ssl-ss)>0)) 

iter(noe, 1 )=iter(noe, 1)+1; 
ssl=ss; 
ptemp=Pl(noe); 
Pl(noe)=Pl(noe)+dx; 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
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if(ssl<ss) 
Pl(noe)=ptemp; 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
plus 1=0; 
break; 

end 
if(Pl(noe)>plimit) 

P1 (noe)=ptemp; 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
plus 1=0; 

break; 
end 

end 
ssl=l; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/0%%0/0%%0/oiteration with increment 0.0005 
while((plusl==0)&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe, 1 )=iter(noe, 1)+1; 
ssl=ss; 
ptemp=Pl(noe); 
P1 (noe)=P 1 (noe)+(dx* 10); 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
if(ssl<ss) 

Pl(noe)=ptemp; 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
plus2=0; 
break; 

end 
if(Pl(noe)>pIimit) 

Pl(noe)=ptemp; 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
plus2=0; 

break; 
end 

end 
ssl=l; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%iteration with increment 0.00005 
while((plus2==0)&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe, 1 )=iter(noe, 1)+1; 
ssl=ss; 
ptemp=Pl(noe); 
P1 (noe)=P 1 (noe)+(dx* 100); 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
if(ssl<ss) 
Pl(noe)=ptemp; 
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[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
plus3=0; 
break; 
end 

if(Pl(noe)>plimit) 
Pl(noe)=ptemp; 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
plus3=0; 

break; 
end 

end 
ssl=l; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%o/o%o/o%o/o%%%%iteration with increment 0.000005 
while((plus3==0)&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe, 1 )=iter(noe, 1)+1; 
ssl=ss; 
ptemp=Pl(noe); 
P1 (noe)=P 1 (noe)+(dx* 1000); 
[z,ss] =zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
if(ssl<ss) 

Pl(noe)=ptemp; 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
plus4=0; 
break; 

end 
if(Pl(noe)>plimit) 

Pl(noe)=ptemp; 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
plus4=0; 

break; 
end 

end 
ssl=l; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%iteration with increment 0.000001 
while((plus4=0)«&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe, 1 )=iter(noe, 1)+1; 
ssl=ss; 
ptemp=Pl(noe); 
P1 (noe)=P 1 (noe)+(dx* 10000); 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
if(ssl<ss) 

Pl(noe)=ptemp; 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
plus5=l; 
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break; 
end 
if(Pl(noe)>plimit) 

Pl(noe)=ptemp; 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
plus5=l; 

break; 
end 

end 
ssl=l; 
%%%%%%%%%iteration with decrements 0.001 
while((plus5==l)«&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe,2)=iter(noe,2)+1; 
ssl=ss; 
ptemp=Pl(noe); 
Pl(noe)=Pl(noe)-dx; 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
if(ssl<ss) 

Pl(noe)=ptemp; 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
plus6=l; 
break; 

end 
if(Pl(noe)<pIimitl) 

Pl(noe)=ptemp; 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
plus6=l; 

break; 
end 

end 
ssl=l; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%iteration with increment 0.0005 
while((plus6==l)&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe,2)=iter(noe,2)+l; 
ssl=ss; 
ptemp=Pl(noe); 
P1 (noe)=P 1 (noe)-(dx* 10); 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
if(ssl<ss) 

Pl(noe)=ptemp; 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
plus7=l; 
break; 

end 
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if(Pl(noe)<pIimitl) 
Pl(noe)=ptemp; 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
plus7=l; 

break; 
end 

end 
ssl=l; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%iteration with increment 0.00005 
while((plus7==l)«&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe,2)=iter(noe,2)+l; 
ssl=ss; 
ptemp=Pl(noe); 
P1 (noe)=P 1 (noe)-(dx* 100); 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
if(ssl<ss) 

Pl(noe)=ptemp; 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
plus8=l; 
break; 

end 
if(Pl(noe)<plimitl) 

Pl(noe)=ptemp; 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
plus8=l; 

break; 
end 

end 
ssl=l; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%iteration witii increment 0.000005 
while((plus8==l)&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe,2)=iter(noe,2)+l; 
ssl=ss; 
ptemp=Pl(noe); 
P1 (noe)=P 1 (noe)-(dx* 1000); 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
if(ssl<ss) 

Pl(noe)=ptemp; 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
plus9=l; 
break; 

end 
if(Pl(noe)<plimitl) 

Pl(noe)=ptemp; 
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[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
plus9=l; 

break; 
end 

end 
ssl=l; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%iteration with increment 0.000001 
while((plus9==l)«&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe,2)=iter(noe,2)+1; 
ssl=ss; 
ptemp=Pl(noe); 
P1 (noe)=P 1 (noe)-(dx* 10000); 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
if(ssl<ss) 

Pl(noe)=ptemp; 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,P 1 ,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
plus 10=0; 
break; 

end 
if(Pl(noe)<plimitl) 

Pl(noe)=ptemp; 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 
plus 10=0; 

break; 
end 

end 

end%for 
if(ss2<ss) 

Pl(noe)=ptemp; 
[z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm); 

else 
per=((ss2-ss)/ss2)*100; 
ss2=ss; 

end 
end 
P=P1; 
save app r rm ne e m P T q dq rq s2 R ss z 
influence; 
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The following program titer.m is used to optimize the thickness of the electrode 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% titer.m %%%%%%%%%% 

fiinction [A,z,ss,e]= titer(ne) 
load app 
format long e 
%r=rl(l,l:m); 
iter=zeros(ne,2); 
ni=l; 
pei^l; 
while(per>0) 
ss2=ss; 
etemp=e; 
for(noe=l :ne) 
plusl=l; 
plus2=l; 
plus3=l; 
plus4=l; 
plus5=0; 
plus6=0; 
plus7=0; 
plus8=0; 
plus9=0; 
ssl=l; 
if(noe==ne) 

elimit=rm-3*(0.0001); 
else 

elimit=e(l,(noe+l))-(0.000000002); 
end 
elimitl=e(l,(noe))+0.000000002; 
%%%%%%%%%iteration with incrments 0.001 
while((ssl-ss)>0) 

iter(noe, 1 )=iter(noe, 1)+1; 
ssl=ss; 
etem=e(2,noe); 
e(2,noe)=e(2,noe)+0.000001; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
if(ssl<ss) 

e(2,noe)=etem; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
plus 1=0; 

break; 
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end 
if(e(2,noe)>elimit) 

e(2,noe)=etem; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
plusl=0; 
break; 

end 
end 
ssl=l; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%iteration with increment 0.0005 
while((plusl==0)&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe, 1 )=iter(noe, 1)+1; 
ssl=ss; 

etem=e(2,noe); 
e(2,noe)=e(2,noe)+(0.0000005); 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 

if(ssl<ss) 
e(2,noe)=etem; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
ss; 
plus2=0; 
break; 

end 
if(e(2 ,noe)>eIimit) 

e(2,noe)=etem; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
plus2=0; 
break; 

end 
end 
ssl=l; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%iteration with increment 0.00005 
while((plus2==0)«&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe, 1 )=iter(noe, 1)+1; 
ssl=ss; 
etem=e(2,noe); 
e(2,noe)=e(2,noe)+(0.00000005); 
[A,ss,z] = influence l(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 

if(ssl<ss) 
e(2,noe)=etem; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
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plus3=0; 
break; 

end 
if(e(2,noe)>elimit) 
e(2,noe)=etem; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
plus3=0; 
break; 

end 
end 
ssl=l; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%iteration with increment 0.000005 
while((plus3==0)&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe, 1 )=iter(noe, 1)+1; 
ssl=ss; 
etem=e(2,noe); 
e(2,noe)=e(2,noe)+(0.000000005); 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 

if(ssl<ss) 
e(2,noe)=etem; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 

plus4=0; 
break; 

end 
if(e(2,noe)>elimit) 

e(2,noe)=etem; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,nn,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
plus4=0; 
break; 

end 
end 
ssl=l; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%iteration with increment 0.000001 
while((plus4==0)&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe, 1 )=iter(noe, 1)+1; 
ssl=ss; 
etem=e(2,noe); 
e(2,noe)=e(2,noe)+(0.000000001); 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 

if(ssl<ss) 
e(2,noe)=etem; 
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[A,ss,z] = influence l(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 

plus5=l; 
break; 

end 
if(e(2,noe)>elimit) 

e(2,noe)=etem; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
plus5=l; 
break; 

end 
end 
ssl=l; 
%%%%%%%%%iteration with decrements 0.001 
while((plus5== 1 )&((ss 1 -ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe,2)=iter(noe,2)+l; 
ssl=ss; 
etem=e(2,noe); 
e(2,noe)=e(2,noe)-0.000001; 
[A,ss,z] = influence l(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
if(ssl<ss) 

e(2,noe)=etem; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 

plus6=l; 
break; 

end 
if(e(2,noe)<elimitl) 

e(2,noe)=etem; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
plus6=l; 
break; 

end 
end 
ssl=l; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%iteration with increment 0.0005 
while((plus6==l)&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe,2)=iter(noe,2)+l; 
ssl=ss; 
etem=e(2,noe); 
e(2,noe)=e(2,noe)-(0.0000005); 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
if(ssl<ss) 

e(2,noe)=etem; 
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[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 

plus7=l; 
break; 

end 
if(e(2,noe)<elimitl) 
e(2,noe)=etem; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
plus7=l; 
break; 

end 
end 
ssl=l; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%iteration with increment 0.00005 
while((plus7== I )&((ss 1 -ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe,2)=iter(noe,2)+l; 
ssl=ss; 
etem=e(2,noe); 
e(2,noe)=e(2,noe)-(0.00000005); 
[A,ss,z] = influence l(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
if(ssl<ss) 

e(2,noe)=etem; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 

plus8=l; 
break; 

end 
if(e(2,noe)<elimitl) 

e(2,noe)=etem; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
plus8=l; 
break; 

end 
end 
ssl=l; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%iteration with increment 0.000005 
while((plus8== 1 )&((ss 1 -ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe,2)=iter(noe,2)+l; 
ssl=ss; 
etem=e(2,noe); 
e(2,noe)=e(2,noe)-(0.000000005); 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
if(ssl<ss) 

e(2,noe)=etem; 
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[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 

plus9=l; 
break; 

end 
if(e(2,noe)<elimitl) 
e(2,noe)=etem; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
plus9=l; 
break; 

end 
end 
ssl=l; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%iteration with increment 0.000001 
while((plus9==l)&((ssl-ss)> 0)) 

iter(noe,2)=iter(noe,2)+l; 
ssl=ss; 
etem=e(2,noe); 
e(2,noe)=e(2,noe)-(0.00000001); 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
if(ssl<ss) 

e(2,noe)=etem; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 

plus 10=0; 
break; 

end 
if(e(2,noe)<elimitl) 

e(2,noe)=etem; 
[A,ss,z] = influencel(r,rm,ne,e,m,P,T,q,dq,rq,s2); 
plus 10=0; 
break; 

end 
end 
ssl=l; 

end%for 
ni=ni+l; 
per=(((ss2-ss)/ss2)*100); 
end% 
save app r rm ne e m P T q dq rq s2 R ss z 
influence; 
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The following program optimium.m is used to optimize the electrode postion, pressure 
and thickness . 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% optimum.m %%%%%%%%%% 

fiinction [A,ss,z,e,P,ii]= optimum(rm,R,ne,T) 
waming off MATLAB:divideByZero 
per=3; 
load app; 
ni=0; 
while(per>0.05) 
ssl=ss; 
i=l; 
[A,ss,z,e,P,nii]=position(rm,R,ne,T); 
i=2; 
[P,z,ss]=pressure(ne); 
i=3; 
[A,z,ss,e]= titer(ne); 

per=((ssl-ss)/ssl)*100; 
ni=ni+l; 
end 
ii=ni 
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The following program influence.m is used to find the influence fiinctions 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% influence.m %%%%%%%%%% 

load app 
format long e; 
r 1 =linspace(0,rm,m); 
phi=linspace(0,2*pi,m); 
k=l; 
forml=l:m 

fornl=l:m 
r(k)=rl(ml); 
rq(k)=phi(nl); 
[x(k),y(k)]=pol2cart(rq(k),r(k)); 
k=k+l; 
end 

end 
fori=l:m*m 
s(i)=R^2-(r(i)^2); 
sl(i)=(sqrt(s(i))); 
end 
s2=sl-sl(m*m); 
for i=l :m*m %no of radial points loop 

for j=I :ne %no of elecfrodes loop 
if (r(i)==0 & e(l,j)==0) %case 1 

A(i,j)=(l/(2*pi))*dq*(e(2j)*e(2,j))*(l/2-log(e(2,j)/rm))/2; 
end%endofcase 1 

if (r(i)=0 & e(l,j)>0) %case 2 
A(i,j)=(l/(2*pi))*dq*[(e(2,j)*e(2,j))*(l/2-log(e(2J)/rm))-(e(l,j)*e(l,j))*(l/2-

Iog(e(l,j)/rm))]/2; 
end %end of case 2 

if(r(i)>=e(2,j))%case3 
sigma=0; 
for n= 1:1000 %sigma for case 3 
sigtemp=sigma; 
sigma=sigma+((r(i)*r(i))*(((r(i)^(2*n))-

(rm^(2*n)))/(rm^(2*n)))/(n*n*(n+2)))*(((e(2,j)/r(i))^(n+2))-
((e(l,j)/r(i))^(n+2)))*(sin(n*(q(2)-rq(i)))-sin(n*(q(l)-rq(i)))); 

c=(sigma==NaN); 
if(c==0) 

sigma=sigtemp; 
break; 

end 
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end %end of sigma for case 3 
A(ij)=(l/(2*pi))*((dq)*(log(rm/r(i)))*((e(2,j)*e(2,j))-(e(l,j)*e(l,j)))/2)-sigma; 

end %end of case 3 
if(r(i)<=e(l,j))%case4 

sigma=0; 
for n=l: 1000 %sigma for case 4 

ifn==l 
alpha=-l*r(i)*(e(2j)-e(l,j)); 

end 
ifn==2 

alpha=-l*r(i)*r(i)*(log(e(2,j))-log(e(l,j))); 
end 
ifn>=3 

alpha=r(i)*r(i)*(((r(i)/e(2,j))>-2))-((r(i)/e(l,j))^(n-2)))/(n-2); 
end 
sigtemp=sigma; 
sigma=sigma+(l/(n*n))*(((r(i)/(rm*rm))^n)*((e(2,j)^(n+2))-

(e(lJ)^(n+2)))/(n+2)+alpha)*(sin(n*(q(2)-rq(i)))-sin(n*(q(l)-rq(i)))); 
c=(sigma==NaN); 
if(c==0) 

sigma=sigtemp; 
break; 

end 
end %end of sigma for case 4 
A(i,j)=(l/(2*pi))*dq*l/2*((e(2d)*e(2,j))*((l/2)-log(e(2,j)/rm))-

(e(l,j)*e(l,j))*((l/2)-Iog(e(l,j)/rm)))-sigma; 
end %endofcase4 
if(r(i)>=e(l,j))%case5 

if(r(i)<=e(2,j)) 
sigma=0; 
si=0; 
for n=l: 1000 

sigtemp=sigma; 
sigma=sigma+((r(i)*r(i))*(((r(i)^(2*n))-

(nn^(2*n)))/(rm^(2*n)))/(n*n*(n+2)))*(((r(i)/r(i))^(n+2))-
((e(l,j)/r(i))^(n+2)))*(sin(n*(q(2)-rq(i)))-sin(n*(q(l)-rq(i)))); 

c=(sigma==NaN); 
ifn==l 
alpha=-l*r(i)*(e(2,j)-r(i)); 

end 
ifn==2 
alpha-1 *r(i)*r(i)*(log(e(2,j))-log(r(i))); 

end 
ifn>=3 
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alpha=r(i)*r(i)*(((r(i)/e(2,j))^(n-2))-((r(i)/r(i))^(n-2)))/(n-2); 
end 
sitemp=si; 
si=si+(l/(n*n))*(((r(i)/(rm*rm))^n)*((e(2,j)^(n+2))-

(r(i)'^(n+2)))/(n+2)+alpha)*(sin(n*(q(2)-rq(i)))-sin(n*(q(l)-rq(i)))); 
d=(si==NaN); 
if(c==0) 

sigma=sigtemp; 
break; 

end 
if(d==0) 

si=sitemp; 
break; 

end 
end 
A(i,j)=(l/(2*pi))*((dq)*(log(mi/r(i)))*((r(i)*r(i))-(e(lj)*e(l,j)))/2)-

sigma+(l/(2*pi))*(dq)*l/2*((e(2,j)*e(2,j))*((l/2)-log(e(2,j)/rm))-(r(i)*r(i))*((l/2)-
log(r(i)/rm)))-si; 

end 
end %end of case 5 

end %end of no of elecfrodes 
end %end of no of radial points 

for i=l:m*m 
sig=0; 
forj=l:ne 

sig=((A(i,j)*P())))+sig; 
end 
z(i)=((l)/T)*sig; 

end 
k=l; 
forml=l:m 

forn=l:m 
X(ml,n)=x(k); 
Y(ml,n)=y(k); 
Z(ml,n)=z(k); 
S(ml,n)=s2(k); 
k=k+l; 

end 
end 
ss=0; 
for(i=l:m) 

ss=((S(i,l)-Z(i,l))^2)+ss; 
end 
save pi; 
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The following program zdis.m is used to find the deflection at each point for the given set 
of parameters. 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% zdis.m %%%%%%%%%% 
fiinction [z,ss] = zdis(A,Pl,T,s2,ne,m,rm) 
%finding deflection z of the mirror due to the electiode 

for i=l:m 
sig=0; 
for j=l:ne 

sig=((A(i,j)*Pia)))+sig; 
end 
z(i)=((l)/T)*sig; 

end 
ss=0; 

for(i=l:m) 
ss=((s2(i)-z(i))^2)+ss; 

end 
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